The term "Cognitive Architectures" indicates both abstract models of cognition, in natural and artificial agents, and the software instantiations of such models which are then employed in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The main role of Cognitive Architectures in AI is that one of enabling the realization of artificial systems able to exhibit intelligent behavior in a general setting through a detailed analogy with the constitutive and developmental functioning and mechanisms underlying human cognition. We provide a brief overview of the status quo and the potential role that Cognitive Architectures may serve in the fields of Computational Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence (AI) research.
ically introduced for three main reasons: i) to capture, at the computational level, the invariant mechanisms of human cognition, including those underlying the functions of reasoning, control, learning, memory, adaptivity, perception and action [2] (this goal is crucial in the cognitivist perspective [3] ), ii) to form the basis for the development of cognitive capabilities through ontogeny over 10 extended periods of time (this goal is one of the main target of the so called emergent perspective), and iii) to reach human level intelligence, also called General Artificial Intelligence, by means of the realization of artificial artifacts built upon them (on the role of CAs for general intelligent systems see also [4] ).
During the last few decades many different cognitive architectures -such as 15 SOAR [5] , ACT-R [6] , CLARION [7, 8] , the iCub [9] etc. -have been realized and agents based on such infrastructures have been widely tested in several cognitive tasks involving reasoning, learning, perception, action execution, selective attention, recognition etc. (for comprehensive reviews on the theme we refer to [10] , [11] , and [12] ). 20 The design of these different CAs has obviously followed diverse approaches based on the specificity of the scientific objective pursued through these artifacts. In particular: the cognitive architectures aimed at building and implementing model of cognition and that, as such, focus on aspects concerning generality, completeness and on the attempt to identify a standard model of 25 mind [13] , are designed according to the so called "cognition in the loop" approach. In such a perspective, inspired by the cybernetics tradition and by the synthetic method [14] , the computational simulation of biological and cognitive processes is assumed to play a central epistemological role in the development and refinement of theories about the elements characterizing the nature of in-30 telligent behaviour. In particular, such an approach has a twofold goal: i) it aims at detecting novel and hidden aspects of the cognitive theories by building 1 The term cognitive architecture was introduced by Allen Newell and his colleagues in their work on unified theories of cognition [1] .
properly designed computational models of cognition and ii) it aims at providing technological advancement in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) of cognitive inspiration 2 . Within this framework, the debate between purely functionalist 35 models [15], based on a weak equivalence (i.e. the equivalence in terms of functional organization) between cognitive processes and AI procedures, and "structural" models of our cognition (based on a more constrained equivalence between AI procedures and their corresponding cognitive processes) has seen the latter prevailing for both theoretical and practical reasons [16] . Despite some in-40 trinsic differences, both the cognitivist and the emergent perspectives, follow a design perspective that is compliant with the structural approach and is, usually, driven by general desiderata [17, 18, 19] .
A different design stance, on the other hand, is taken by agent architectures addressing the needs of an application without being concerned whether or not 45 it is a faithful model of cognition. Such systems are effectively conventional system architecture, rather than a cognitive architecture per se, but they exhibit the required attributes and functionality that we usually recognize as "cognitive abilities". For example: typically the ability to autonomously perceive, to anticipate the need for actions and the outcome of those actions, and to act, 50 learn, and adapt. In this case, the design principles of the system architecture is driven by user requirements, drawing on the available repertoire of AI and cognitive systems algorithms and data-structures.
As pointed out by [17] , the two research agendas pursued by such different stances are not necessarily complementary since they are beneficial for differ-55 ent important purposes: advancements in science and in engineering. In our opinion, it is important to keep alive both these different souls of research in the area of cognitive architectures to see how/if/to what extent the elements characterizing the success in one of these approach can be plausibly adapted or reused in the other one. A possible common ground for evaluating the provided 60 advancements of the different frameworks (or the encountered problems that prevent to obtain advancements) is that one of focusing on classes of problems that are easily solvable for humans but very hard to solve for machines. For instance, these could involve aspects concerning common sense reasoning about space, action, change and language categorization [20, 21, 22] ; selective atten- [26] . We believe that the road traced is the way to follow in order to make progresses towards the realization of human-level intelligent systems in general setting. Despite the continuous warnings coming 90 from the popular press, in fact, this goal is still far from being achieved.
In the following we provide a quick tour of the work appearing in the Spe- The work "Modeling valuation and core affect in a cognitive architecture:
The impact of valence and arousal on memory and decision-making" by Juvina, Larue and Hough [29] presents a novel approach to adding primitive evaluative 110 capabilities to a cognitive architecture that impacts on the affective valence and arousal on memory and decision-making.
Finally, the article "An architecture for ethical robots inspired by the simulation theory of cognition" by Vanderelst and Winfield [30] presents an original attempt to embed, in a physical robotic architecture, an ethic layer inspired by 115 the simulation theory of cognition able to work without recurring to standard logic-based approaches that are usually employed to perform meta-cognitive //www.ieee-coro.org/ computation.
